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A Strange and Mystifying Story 2017
thanks to his grandmother s trickery high school student tsumugi has been
betrothed to master kurayori the family s guardian deity although kurayori is
rather miffed over the deception tsumugi is serious about his relationship with
the guardian deity and about saving his home however as the two spend more
time together nothing seems to change what s an inexperienced high school
student betrothed to a very reluctant fox spirit to do viz media

A Strange and Mystifying Story, Vol. 4 (Yaoi
Manga) 2018-08-14
tsumugi shirota is your typical high school student he s handsome kind and for
some strange reason surprisingly adept at household chores on his 16th birthday
a rather unusual but special guest comes to meet him master kurayori the
guardian deity of the shirota household imagine tsumugi s surprise when he
finds out this deity is also his fiancé viz media

A Strange and Mystifying Story, Vol. 3 (Yaoi
Manga) 2018-05-08
akio yamane s bloodline is cursed or at least that s what his relatives would have
people think now feverish and delusional from a terminal illness akio
accidentally summons his family s guardian deity little did he know this sinfully
hot god would appear naked sporting ears and a tail wait until akio finds out the
unconventional and rather intimate manner his protector plans on using to cure
him viz media

A Strange and Mystifying Story, Vol. 1 (Yaoi
Manga) 2017-11-14
now that akio yamane s guardian deity has cured him of an illness caused by a
family curse it s time for him to come to terms with this new furry roommate he
s named setsu although their relationship got off to a rocky start is it possible
what he s feeling now is the first stirrings of love viz media



A Strange and Mystifying Story, Vol. 2 (Yaoi
Manga) 2018-02-13
high schooler tsumugi is the temporary bride of the otherworldy master kurayori
recently their everyday life has become complicated by the arrival of a strange
man named magawa who in his grief over losing his fiancée is seeking to use
beings like master kurayori for his own ends tsumugi s love for master kurayori
is so great and pure it overcomes gender age and species but is love enough to
save his beloved from the ill fate awaiting him viz media

A Strange and Mystifying Story, Vol. 6 (Yaoi
Manga) 2019-02-12
tsumugi a high school student and temporary bride of his family s guardian deity
is slowly breaking through master kurayori s crusty exterior with his pure
earnest feelings for him one day while the two are out together they happen
across a quiet man and his strange companion little do tsumugi and kurayori
know that this odd couple is searching the countryside looking for a certain type
of bone destroying shrines like kurayori s in the process viz media

A Strange and Mystifying Story, Vol. 5 (Yaoi
Manga) 2018-11-13
akio yamane s ancestors have died young for generations and he despises the
cursed lineage his family has given him then one day akio falls ill but when he
unknowingly summons a protector god a man with long ears and a tail appears
before him completely naked

A Strange and Mystifying Story Volume 1 (Yaoi)
2008
akio yamane s ancestors have died young for generations and he despises the
cursed lineage his family has given him then one day akio falls ill but when he
unknowingly summons a protector god a man with long ears and a tail appears
before him completely naked



A Strange and Mystifying Story Volume 3 (Yaoi)
2011-11-29
akio yamane s bloodline is cursed will his hot guardian deity break the curse or
merely his heart in the process between akio yamane s cursed bloodline and
tsumugi shirota s family trickery guardian deities setsu and kurayori have their
hands full throw love in the mix and it s no wonder fireworks erupt since his
fiancée s death magawa has held a grudge against otherworldly beings and now
his sights are set on master kurayori as the guardian deity slowly disappears
tsumugi clings desperately to him the one person he s loved most since
childhood is there anything he can say to magawa and kai to change his beloved
s fate

A Strange & Mystifying Story, Vol. 7 2019-05-14
just in time for the spooky season this collection of nineteen stories is full of
mysterious circumstances and spine tingling plot twists edited by one of the
greats of children s literature and including stories by such masterful authors as
ursula le guin joan aiken diana wynne jones and agatha christie this collection is
just the thing to get readers pulses racing

Mystifying: Sinister Stories of the Unexplained
2008-09-16
デパ地下の和菓子店 みつ屋 で働き始めた梅本杏子 通称アンちゃん は ちょっぴり 太めの十八歳 プロフェッショナルだけど個性的すぎる店長や同僚に
囲まれる日々の中 歴史と遊び心に満ちた和菓子の奥深い魅力に目覚めていく 謎めいたお客さんたちの言動に秘められた意外な真相とは 読めば思わず和
菓子屋さんに走りたくなる 美味しいお仕事ミステリー

和菓子のアン 2012-10
the confucian notion of harmony with difference he er bu tong has great political
and cultural resonance in contemporary china which propagates the quest for a
pluralist harmony between cultural and ethnic components of society in an
attempt to examine a range of responses to this state envisioned ideal of
accommodating ethnic differences this book analyzes the literary and cultural
discourses that surround three minority regions in southwest china dali which
was once the location of the ancient nanzhao and dali kingdoms the homeland of
the matrilineal mosuo known as the country of women and the tibetan areas
associated with utopian shangri la this book borrows foucault s concept of
heterotopia to address the contradictory and often simultaneously existing views



of the minority region as rich treasure house of tradition and as intractable
barrier to modern development which combine to give rise to productive
tensions in scholastic and artistic creations through reconstituting and
performing the myths and legends of or about minority culture the
representations of the three places turn into heterotopias which are posed
between the mythical and the real in different ways functioning as a self
reflective mirror they simultaneously offer images of the actual habitats of the
ethnic other which have been subject to socialist projects of modernity and
become a viable means by which to exert material effects on the real landscape
products of a fascination with alternative social spaces the three mystified lands
all contain conceptualizations of harmony be it spiritual gender based or
ecological that are conceivably absent in the imperfect actuality of the chinese
heartland in conclusion these aesthetically constructed spaces of the other
negotiate and enrich the discourse of harmony with difference reacting to ethnic
politics in prc history and creating an audience that grows attentive to the
traditions of minorities

Mystifying China's Southwest Ethnic
Borderlands 2017-12-28
this is an encyclopedic reference work to 1 802 radio programs broadcast from
the years 1924 through 1984 entries include casts character relationships plots
and storylines announcers musicians producers hosts starting and ending dates
of the programs networks running times production information and when
appropriate information on the radio show s adaptation to television many
hundreds of program openings and closings are included

Radio Programs, 1924Ð1984 2009-11-23
why is the name of this composite book mystifying russian soul let s apply to
wikipedia the concept arouse in the second part of the 19th century due to a
philosophy of the leading russian writers such as dostoevsky and tolstoy in their
popular in europe books not ethic but aesthetic principles as well as not
entertaining but moral needs are playing the dominant role spirit of such
writings turned into soul and lead to a concept mystifying russian soul popular
abroad except dostoyevsky and tolstoy almost all the writers who became
classics of russian and world literature took part in this process the composite
book mystifying russian soul contains more than twenty their novels tales plays
and poems



Mystifying Russian soul 2018-05-03
in a time when truth is under assault hector macdonald is here to defend it he
offers clear eyed compelling guidelines for becoming a more accurate consumer
and producer of information adam grant author of give and take originals and
option b with sheryl sandberg for fans of nudge sway and the art of thinking
clearly a fascinating dive into the many ways in which competing truths shape
our opinions behaviors and beliefs true or false it s rarely that simple there is
more than one truth about most things the internet disseminates knowledge but
it also spreads hatred eating meat is nutritious but it s also damaging to the
environment when we communicate we naturally select the truths that are most
helpful to our agenda we can select truths constructively to inspire
organizations encourage children and drive progressive change or we can select
truths that give a false impression of reality misleading people without actually
lying others can do the same motivating or deceiving us with the truth truths are
neutral but highly versatile tools that we can use for good or ill in truth how the
many sides to every story shape our reality hector macdonald explores how truth
is used and abused in politics business the media and everyday life he shows
how a clearer understanding of truth s many faces renders us better able to
navigate our world and more influential within it combining great storytelling
with practical takeaways and a litany of fascinating funny and insightful case
studies truth is a sobering and engaging read about how profoundly our
mindsets and actions are influenced by the truths that those around us choose to
tell

The Athenaeum 1911
this commentary on 1 and 2 kings demonstrates the continuing intellectual and
practical viability of theological interpretation of the bible for today s church

Truth 2018-03-06
in 1919 the first trans atlantic flight in world history occurred the volstead act
was passed later on repealed the treaty of versailles was signed and babe ruth
set a record for most consecutive scoreless innings pitched in a world series a
record that lasted until 1961 in marion ohio mrs rose belle scranton was found
dead at a coal pile west of the erie roundhouse on january 29 1919 up to this day
the murder case is still unsolved despite the wealth of evidence and information
gathered and presented phil reid extricates the 1919 marion murder case almost
a century later in the mystifying murder in marion ohio reid comes up with an
amplified and detailed work in the mystifying murder in marion ohio spanning a



brief history of a little town to newspaper articles covering the scranton murder
several angles were look into based on the clues gathered and recorded witness
accounts including robbery and domestic trouble the series of events following
the murder like a portent of worst things to come heated things up in marion
racial discord exodus of the colored laborers out of town and multiple arrests
including that of mrs scranton s husband authorities are baffled just when they
are about to decipher the mystery behind the crime a witness or evidence pops
out contrary to the supposedly solved case

1 & 2 Kings 2006-11
the power of monarchs has traditionally been as much symbolic as actual rooted
in popular imagery of sovereignty divinity and authority in mystifying the
monarch a distinguished group of contributors explores the changing nature of
that imagery and its political and social effects in europe from the middle ages
to the present day they demonstrate that rather than a linear progression where
perceptions of rulers moved inexorably from the sacred to the banal in reality
the history of monarchy has been one of constant tension between mystification
and demystification

The Mystifying Murder in Marion, Ohio
2011-12-06
good press presents to you this ultimate collection about witchcraft introduction
to witchcraft the superstitions of witchcraft by howard williams the devil in
britain and america by john ashton witchcraft in europe history of magic and
witchcraft magic and witchcraft lives of the necromancers witch warlock and
magician practitioners of magic witchcraft and clairvoyance mary schweidler the
amber witch sidonia the sorceress la sorcière the witch of the middle ages tales
legends witchcraft second sight in the highlands islands of scotland witch stories
studies the witch mania witchcraft and superstitious record in the south western
district of scotland modern magic witchcraft in america the wonders of the
invisible world salem witchcraft salem witchcraft and cotton mather a history of
the salem village witchcraft trials an account of the witchcraft delusion at salem
in 1682 house of john procter witchcraft martyr 1692 studies the salem
witchcraft the planchette mystery and modern spiritualism by samuel roberts
wells the witchcraft delusion in colonial connecticut 1647 1697 by john m taylor
witchcraft of new england explained by modern spiritualism by allen putnam on
witchcraft glimpses of the supernatural witchcraft and necromancy by frederick
george lee letters on demonology and witchcraft by sir walter scott



Mystifying the Monarch 2006
the present volume is a highly comprehensive assessment of the postcolonial
short story since the thirty six contributions cover most geographical areas
concerned another important feature is that it deals not only with exclusive
practitioners of the genre mansfield munro but also with well known novelists
achebe armah atwood carey rushdie so that stimulating comparisons are
suggested between shorter and longer works by the same authors in addition
the volume is of interest for the study of aspects of orality dialect dance rhythms
circularity and trickster figure for instance and of the more or less conflictual
relationships between the individual character or implied author and the
community furthermore the marginalized status of women emerges as another
major theme both as regards the past for white women settlers or the present
for urbanized characters primarily in africa and india the reader will also have
the rare pleasure of discovering janice kulik keefer s fox her version of what she
calls in her commentary displaced autobiography or creative non fiction lastly an
extensive bibliography on the postcolonial short story opens up further
possibilities for research

The True Story vs. Myth of Witchcraft
2023-12-12
the most frightening thing about these ghost stories is that they really happened
this collection features stories that have been passed down for years backed by
eyewitnesses then and now read about people who have vanished into thin air or
dreamed of ships sinking planes crashing or even their own deaths later borne
out by events that happened the exact same way lavishly illustrated with
haunting drawings 96 pages 38 b w illus 5 3 8 x 8 1 4

Telling Stories 2021-11-15
the sky swirled angrily terrifyingly reaching with skeleton fi ngers to pluck her
from her wretched existence phebe fell to her knees and prayed prayed for an
answer to this apocalypse which was surely directed at her alone and when at
last she found the courage to look up it became clear what god wanted of her
she had suffered enough she had endured loneliness enough she had done her
penance for whatever sin she had committed god would shed his mercy on her
at last phebe knew what his wish for her was and she was prepared to comply



World's Most Mystifying "true" Ghost Stories
1997
this textbook provides an accessible introduction to the field of translation for
students of other disciplines and readers who are not translators it provides
students outside the translation profession with a greater awareness of and
appreciation for what goes into translation providing readers with tools for their
own personal translation related needs this book encourages an ethical
approach to translation and offers an insight into translation as a possible career
this textbook covers foundational concepts key figures groups and events tools
and resources for non professional translation tasks and the types of translation
that non translators are liable to encounter each chapter includes practical
activities annotated further reading and summaries of key points suitable for use
in classrooms online teaching or self study there is also a glossary of key terms
de mystifying translation introducing translation to non translators is the ideal
text for any non specialist taking a course on translation and for anyone
interested in learning more about the field of translation and translation studies

NANTUCKET LOVE STORIES 2014-08-22
exploring widely diverse settings from the wilds of the australian outback to
urban adventures to biblical lands this collection of short stories poems and
other writings celebrates what it is to be australian it encompasses love revenge
debauchery wonder loss and uncertainty but a common thread of hope emerges
from the colourful and eccentric writings of bush author fairbanks an elder
aboriginal storyteller regales a group of eager tourists with an ancient story of
betrayal loss and clever deception by the old man in the mountain in tjamiti
ngunytji an american youth is rescued by a character living in a remote outback
aboriginal community after the devastating black saturday bushfire destroyed
his victoria home and manuscripts fairbanks was inspired to capture the fleeting
reflections of such an experience in the smouldering stump life is has always
been and will continue to be a complex thing shaped by friendship and love
bonds ugliness and conflict anticipation and uncertainty comedy and joy tragedy
mystery and more above all there is hope and beauty for those who look for it
the old man in the mountain and other stories celebrates the many threads in
the colourful tapestry of life with the quirky sometimes irreverent aussie sense
of humour



De-mystifying Translation 2023-02-22
details for kismetwali and other stories set against the backdrop of modern day
india kismetwali and other stories places the reader amidst circumstances that
transcend place purse and prestige this octet of novellas offers a rare glimpse
into the parallel lives of the privileged and penniless converging on those
astonishing moments when free will intercepts fate and the rigid divide between
social classes is rendered insignificant each narrative showcases walas and walis
of the working class the common yet essential purveyors of goods and providers
of service as empowered individuals who take centre stage the shavewala a
humble barber becomes an intimate collaborator in a love story that spans the
seven seas the malishwali a long serving masseuse conceals her mistress s
shocking secret while offering a gift of revelation to another the kismetwali a
clairvoyant of unremarkable pedigree solicits cosmic benefaction for her affluent
clients these socially eclipsed characters are the true protagonists in every story
about reetika khanna nijhawan reetika khanna nijhawan was born and raised in
a small town in northern india while growing up she travelled the world
extensively with her father an officer in the merchant navy after receiving her
degree in psychology from delhi university she worked as a flight attendant with
lufthansa german airlines before settling down to write for elle and elle décor in
mumbai she later moved to atlanta where her work has been published in the
atlanta journal constitution and khabar magazine kismetwali and other stories is
her first work of fiction she penned these eight novellas over time while waiting
in the carpool line outside her daughter s school

The Old Man in the Mountain and Other Stories
2013-10
all adult speakers in western cultures have life stories argues charlotte linde and
the ways in which these life stories are formed and exchanged with others have
a powerful effect on all of us life stories express our sense of self who we are
and how we got that way according to linde we also use these stories to show
that our lives can be understood as coherent and to assert or negotiate group
membership these life stories take part in the highest level of social
constructions since they are built on cultural assumptions about what is
expected in a life what the norms for a successful life are and what common or
special belief systems are necessary to establish coherence the life story
illuminated by this engrossing study is a form of everyday discourse which has
not previously been precisely defined or studied it is an oral discontinuous unit
consisting of stories which are retold in a variety of forms over a long period of
time and which may be revised and changed as the speaker comes to drop old



meanings and add new ones to parts of the life story the life story is a
particularly rich and important area for study because it represents a crossroads
of linguistic structure and social practice linde s analysis is of importance to
linguistics as well as having broader implications for anthropology psychology
and sociology

Kismetwali and Other Stories 2015-06-01
nostradamus 1503 1566 a jewish french physician and astrologer wrote a book
of over 900 predictions a lot of these predictions came true how could he get to
this precision in his predictions so could nostradamus make these predictions
and what books did he use for someone to predict the future with this precision
he must be a man who knew the secret methods of predicting the future as we
will explain the author will show you how these predictions came about and how
we can make our own predictions and events about to happen it s been said that
the cia uses the bible and the book of revelation and other holy books as the
backbone of all their plans and plots

Life Stories 1993-09-09
世界文学の旗手が紡ぎだす 国境を越えた物語 サーガ の新展開 失われた国の言葉を探して 地球を旅する仲間が出会ったものは 本書の登場人物たち
hiruko ヨーロッパ留学中に 母国の島国 が消滅してしまった女性 同じ母語を話す人間を探して世界を旅する クヌート デンマークに住む言語学者
の卵 hirukoと出会い 彼女の旅に同行する アカッシュ ドイツに留学中のインド人男性 女性として生きるため 赤いサリーを身にまとう ナヌーク
グリーンランド出身のエスキモー 語学の才能豊かで 日本人を演じていた ノラ 博物館に勤めるドイツ人女性 行き倒れていたナヌークを救う
susanoo 福井で生まれた日本人 ある時から歳を取らなくなり 言葉を喪失する病気になった hirukoがつくり出した独自の言語 パンスカ が
見知らぬ人々を結びつける 分断を超えた希望を描く 全米図書賞作家の新たな代表作 文庫解説 岩川ありさ

The Prophecy and the Warnings Shines Through
the Mystifying Codes of the Holy Quran 2004
a new collection from a trailblazing writer of science fiction part of belt s revival
series and with an introduction by brad ricca science fiction has historically
been seen as a man s game but from the very beginni

星に仄めかされて 2023-05-16
at stake in this book is a struggle with language in a time when our old faith in
the redeeming of the word and the word s power to redeem has almost been
destroyed drawing on benjamin s political theology his interpretation of the
german baroque mourning play and adorno s critical aesthetic theory but also



on the thought of poets and many other philosophers especially hegel s
phenomenology of spirit nietzsche s analysis of nihilism and derrida s writings
on language kleinberg levin shows how because of its communicative and
revelatory powers language bears the utopian promise of happiness the idea of a
secular redemption of humanity at the very heart of which must be the
achievement of universal justice in an original reading of beckett s plays novels
and short stories kleinberg levin shows how despite inheriting a language
damaged corrupted and commodified beckett redeems dead or dying words and
wrests from this language new possibilities for the expression of meaning
without denying beckett s nihilism his picture of a radically disenchanted world
kleinberg levin calls attention to moments when his words suddenly ignite and
break free of their despair and pain taking shape in the beauty of an austere yet
joyous lyricism suggesting that after all meaning is still possible

The Artificial Man and Other Stories 2019-03-26
reproduction of the original

Beckett's Words 2015-07-30
presents a collection of critical essays on salinger and his works as well as a
chronology of events in the author s life

Une Vie, Or, The History Of A Heart; And Other
Stories 2023-07-08
when yoga studios are ubiquitous and meditation apps are on millions of smart
phones once exotic terms like karma zen and nirvana have entered into everyday
english business consultants have appropriated the meditation terms
mindfulness and equanimity and buddha statues and shinto shrines are common
in american yards we forget that things weren t always this way and that what is
now considered cliche was once unknown so how did the spirituality of the east
come to permeate the culture of the west answering that question is what the
orient express is about to do so harvard scholar randy rosenthal explores the
four works of fiction he finds most responsible for bringing eastern religion to
the western mainstream the razor s edge by w somerset maugham siddhartha by
hermann hesse franny and zooey by j d salinger and the dharma bums by jack
kerouac through the lives of their characters these authors introduced countless
readers to the spiritual practices and philosophies of yoga buddhism hinduism
taoism and the hesychast prayer tradition of eastern orthodox christianity a
compendium of spiritual wisdom in the form of literary criticism the orient



express tells the story of these stories providing illuminating context and
clarifying misconceptions along the way

J. D. Salinger 2009
table of contents autobiographies a small boy and others notes of a son and
brother the middle years novels confidence roderick hudson the ambassadors
the american the awkward age the bostonians the europeans the golden bowl
the other house the outcry the portrait of a lady the princess casamassima the
reverberator the sacred fount the spoils of poynton the tragic muse the whole
family the wings of the dove washington square watch and ward what maisie
knew the ivory tower unfinished novellas and short stories plays a change of
heart daisy miller disengaged guy domville pyramus and thisbe still waters
summersoft tenants the album the high bid the outcry the reprobate essays and
studies essays in london and elsewhere french novelists and poets hawthorne
notes and reviews notes on novelists partial portraits picture and text portraits
of places the art of the novel views and reviews william wetmore story and his
friends within the rim and other essays collected travel sketches a little tour in
france english hours italian hours the american scene transatlantic sketches
collected letters collected works about henry james an extract from the decay of
lying by oscar wilde henry james an appreciation by joseph conrad henry james
jr by william dean howells other essays henry james by virginia woolf
underwoods poems addressed to henry james by robert louis stevenson memoirs
and portraits an essay and letter by robert louis stevenson

The Orient Express 2024-01-30
we press on with the second volume of phenomenal stories quarterly a collection
of the first three issues of phenomenal stories for 2019 as a special bonus there
s a new piece titled from the desk of geod not found in any issue of phenomenal
stories phenomenal stories quarterly is a companion magazine to phenomenal
stories in the tradition of the science fiction fantasy horror pulps of the 1920s
1930s and 1940s it s also a somewhat cheaper means to get all the issues
together this issue contains stories by richard h nilsen haldor r hallum j d hayes
canell bridget flynn o leary henry martin and a classic reprint by frank belknap
long jr phenomenal stories quarterly is a modern day tribute to the science
fiction horror fantasy speculative pulp magazines of the 1920s 1930s and 1940s

The Complete Works: Novels, Short Stories,



Plays, Essays, Memoirs and Letters: The Portrait
of a Lady, The Wings of the Dove, The American,
The Bostonians, The Ambassadors, What Maisie
Knew, Washington Square, Daisy Miller…
2015-03-31
this ebook collection has been designed and formatted to the highest digital
standards and adjusted for readability on all devices edgar wallace the four just
men the council of justice the just men of cordova the law of the four just men
the nine bears angel esquire the fourth plague or red hand grey timothy or
pallard the punter the man who bought london the melody of death a debt
discharged the tomb of t sin the secret house the clue of the twisted candle
down under donovan the man who knew the green rust kate plus ten the daffodil
murder jack o judgment the angel of terror the crimson circle take a chance
anderson the valley of ghosts p c lee series arthur conan doyle sherlock holmes
series a study in scarlet the sign of four the hound of the baskervilles the valley
of fear the adventures of sherlock holmes the memoirs of sherlock holmes the
return of sherlock holmes his last bow other mysteries true crime stories wilkie
collins the woman in white no name armadale the moonstone the haunted hotel
the law and the lady the dead secret miss or mrs r austin freeman dr thorndyke
series other mysteries agatha christie the mysterious affair at styles the secret
adversary h c mcneile bulldog drummond the black gang g k chesterton the
innocence of father brown the wisdom of father brown arthur morrison martin
hewitt series dorrington hicks stories ernest bramah max carrados stories victor
l whitechurch the canon in residence thrilling stories of the railway thomas w
hanshew hamilton cleek series e w hornung a j raffles series mystery novels j s
fletcher mystery novels paul campenhaye specialist in criminology rober barr
the triumph of eugéne valmont jennie baxter journalist the adventures of
sherlaw kombs the adventure of the second swag frank froest mystery novels c n
williamson a m williamson mystery novels isabel ostander mystery novels

Phenomenal Stories Quarterly, Vol. 2, No. 1,
Spring 2019 2019-03-06
this ebook collection has been designed and formatted to the highest digital
standards and adjusted for readability on all devices arthur conan doyle sherlock
holmes series a study in scarlet the sign of four the hound of the baskervilles the
valley of fear the adventures of sherlock holmes the memoirs of sherlock holmes
the return of sherlock holmes his last bow other mysteries true crime stories



edgar wallace the four just men the council of justice the just men of cordova the
law of the four just men the nine bears angel esquire the fourth plague or red
hand grey timothy or pallard the punter the man who bought london the melody
of death a debt discharged the tomb of t sin the secret house the clue of the
twisted candle down under donovan the man who knew the green rust kate plus
ten the daffodil murder jack o judgment the angel of terror the crimson circle
take a chance anderson the valley of ghosts p c lee series wilkie collins the
woman in white no name armadale the moonstone the haunted hotel the law and
the lady the dead secret miss or mrs r austin freeman dr thorndyke series other
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